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EYFA's work programme 2017 had building 
inclusive civil society as its general eld of focus. 
In 2017 we provided a variety of capacity building 
activities for young people in Europe, with a main 
objective to increase skills and knowledge among 
young anti-war activists and those directly 
affected by conict to facilitate their capacity 
development as active peace-builders.

The main project of 2017 was our Work plan "No 
More War! Grassroots youth developing inclusive 
platforms for peace" consisting of 3 international 
activities:

2.1. Resilience on demand: Gathering tools 
for sustainable youth-led peace activism 
This activity provided a series of 13 small-scale 
trainings for youth groups interested in conict 
resolution work. This project reached 165 youth 
(from UK, IT, SI, PL, DE, RS, MK, DK, ES, PT, AT, 
NL, RO) with trainings to develop the skills to 
deal with difcult situations within & outside the 
groups.
Workshop modules from ACT1 have been 
distributed via mailing list for wider stakeholder 
availability.

PROJECTS
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PROJECTS

2.2. Empowerment through collaboration: Young feminists shaping inclusive paths to 
peace in Caucasus and beyond
1-7.07.2017. Yereghnadzor, AM
This activity brought 30 youth participants active in peace-building groups(from AM, GE, RU, UA, RO, 
PL, DE, BY, GR, TR), primarily those affected by armed conict, to exchange experiences & to conduct 
presentations and skillshare workshops, dedicated to forming alliances for further collaboration.
commendations on ways to make anti-war activism more inclusive was created and spread.
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PROJECTS

As the  follow-up of this activity the brochure with recommendations on ways to make anti-war 
activism more inclusive was created and spread.
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PROJECTS
2.3. Solidarity in action: Building creative alliances against war
1.-8.09.2917. Potsdam, DE
This week-long training for 28 European youth interested in the topic of migration and involved in anti-
war campaigning (from DE, PL, FR, AT, ES, UK, MK, GE, UA, BY, AM) explored effective and inclusive 
campaigning which focuses on the role of war as a root cause of migration. After the training, 
participants were committed to disseminating their campaign through social media and localised 
informational events.
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PROJECTS
The follow-up of this activity was a mixed (on-
line and off-line) anti-war campaign run by the 
working group that consisted of participant of 
this and other activities of 2017.
2 info events took place in Warsaw, PL, one 
info event in Berlin, DE, and 2 events in UA, 
one  public info event in Kyiv and one working 
session on campaigning from and for local 
activists in Zhytomyr, all of which expanded 
the reach of the activity. Additionally, 
campaign materials were designed and 
created.
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2.6. Hosting EVS

2.6.1. EVS "Youth sharing skills to further intercultural dialogue and inclusion"
1.07.2016-30.06.2017. Berlin, DE
This EVS Project brought 2 volunteers (from RU & BY) to the ofce in Berlin. During the project, the 
volunteers have begun to strengthen young people's engagement as promoters of intercultural 
dialogue & social inclusion. The volunteers organise workshops and info evenings at the project space 
providing interesting and valuable informal education for Berlin's youth.

PROJECTS

2.5. Local trainings
54 local youth took part in 3 non-formal trainings on issues of participation and running campaigns 
aimed at spreading & multiplying skills among youth.

The other activities were:
2.4. Help desk
More then 90 young people working on anti-discrimination and social justice topics took part in 
weekly advisory sessions covering: civic engagement, facilitating access to resources, empowerment 
of young people in society, active citizenship, raising awareness of EU policy agenda in the eld of 
youth (eg. EU Youth Strategy).
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PROJECTS
2.6.2. EVS "Together we learn, together we work: 
youth facilitating peer participation"
1.07.2017-30.06.2018. Berlin, DE
This EVS Project brought 2 volunteers (from UKR & BY) 
to the ofce in Berlin. 

During the project, the volunteers strengthen young 
people's engagement in creating and maintaining their 
working environment, including cross-national 
collaboration and networking. 

The volunteers organise workshops and info evenings at 
the project space providing informal education for local 
youth and learning themselves at the same time.

2.8-9. Statutory Meetings
Ofce staff and board members attended 2 
statutory meetings.
The rst statutory meeting aimed at elaborating 
nancial strategies while the second meeting 
aimed at conducting a comprehensive project 
evaluation. 

2.10. Newsletter
9 writers/editors, i.e. young people interested in 
issues of inclusion & environmental 
sustainability worked on the preparation and 
dissemination of biannual newsletter, 
covering:capacity building, open access to 
educational materials, media work. Additionally, 
9 contributors took part in getting EYFA's 
dissemination of training and campaign materials 
on to social media via the new Twitter account.

2.11. Online portal
15 young people interested in sustainable & participatory practices in youth work contributed to the 
Skillshare wiki, encouraging more participatory interaction. The Portal targets: capacity building, 
open access to educational materials, youth work, non-formal education.
In 2017 EYFA also started a twitter account to increase our visibility, inform about events and  
promote ideas of social and environmental justice. You can follow us here: https://twitter.com/_EYFA_

2.7. EVS coordination and sending

2.7.1. "Lika Eco-Art Youth"
15.02.2016-5.02.2017, Lovinac, Croatia.
EYFA coordinated the sending of 1 young person 
(from DE) to participate in an EVS mobility for the 
EVS project "Enjoy volunteering" of our partner 
organisation Udruga Kltura I edukacija
(Culture and Education Association).

2.7.2. "Enjoy volunteering/Mutual Aid 
Mission"
01.02.2017-31.09.2017, Milano, IT.
EYFA coordinated the sending of 1 young person 
(from DE) to participate in an EVS mobility for the 
EVS project "Enjoy volunteering" of our partner 
organisation Association of Social Promotion 
Youth Action for Rights Development (Aps YARD).
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PROJECTS

2.12. "Transit Tales" participatory photography project with refugees and migrants
Supported by 12 project orga team members and trainers (across FR, ES, DE, BE), 62 refugees and 
asylum seekers received 10-day long trainings to build new skills in photography as well as 
empowered voices to share their stories of migration. Through several multiplier events, the 
methodology reached 44 members of stakeholder organisations, 380 attendees of photo exhibitions, 
and 130 participants of roundtable discussions in 3 countries. To widen the dissemination of the 
participatory methodology beyond these events, a methodological toolkit was also produced, 
compiling numerous best practices.
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NETWORK ACTIONS & INITIATIVES/COACHED PROJECTS
3.1. Wheels 4 Action
Wheels 4 Action supports affordable transport for grassroots activists. They believe in freedom of movement, people 
overcoming distances and boundaries to take action for social and environmental justice. Collectivising the means of 
transport helps breaking social divisions. Their mission is to lower the threshold that grassroots activists meet in order to 
travel for their work due to lack of resources. They offer condentiality and exibility through good and secure 
communication.

Wheels for action is a self-organised international collective founded 2 years ago in Berlin. They make decisions by 
consensus and all the members are militant volunteers. The collective takes responsibility for the maintenance of our 
shared vehicle. W4A relationships are based on trust. 

In 2017 we worked together several times and we can frankly say we appreciate it a lot. And by it we not at least mean a 
comfortable journey, what inspire us in an idea of sharing a commodity, also responsibility for well-being of all, including 
the nature.

3.2. The Forest
The Forest is a volunteer-run, collectively-owned, free arts and events project. They run a vegetarian café and a big block 
of studios and facilities to provide dedicated space for people to get involved in any creative activity imaginable. Their 
events have included music, theatre, dancing, yoga, massage, poetry recitals, art displays, knit-ins, book tours, language 
teaching, monsterbike making…and plenty more. 
Forest is not sponsored by the government, city council or the arts council, and they do not exist for prot. They have been 
running a successful alternative business for years, thanks to the commitment of their large and enthusiastic team of 
volunteers. They are funded mostly by a vegetarian café, and to a lesser extent by the rental of facilities and the sale of 
books and records from Forest Projects. In keeping with their ethos that art should be accessible, all their events and 
workshops are free.

3.4. "Enjoy volunteering/Mutual Aid 
mission"
(as EVS sending organization in partnership with Aps Yard 
"Associazione di Promozione Sciale")
This EVS project took place between 01.02.2017 and 
30.09.2017 in a neighborhood in Milano where, in the face of 
socio-economic hardship and lack of opportunities, many 
third sector organizations seek to answer through the 
creation of social and cultural measures aimed at 
encouraging the participation and active citizenship.
EVS volunteers were involved in the association's activities 
and through the guidance of the operators they learned to 
act a positive change in relation to the following themes:
- intercultural dialog, Promotion of culture, solidarity, 
combating discrimination.

3.5. "Lika Eco-Art Youth"
(as EVS sending organization in partnership with "Udruga 
Kltura I edukacija" (Culture and Education Association))
The association was established in order to promote, 
develop and improve the development of transdisciplinary 
strategies in culture and sustainable development.

This EVS project in a eld of culture, sustainable 
development and personal development started on 
15.02.2016 and end on 15.02.2017 in Lovinac, Croatia. EYFA 
had a role of coordinating and sending organization and 
successfully recruited a volunteer from Germany, who fully 
tted the prole.

3.3. Ecotopia biketour 2017
Ecotopia Biketour is a self-organized environmental and social activist bicycle tour that has been cycling through different 
parts of Europe each summer since 1990. Visiting social and environmental projects and groups on its way, to learn about 
their struggles and visions, to exchange knowledge, to create connections and to support them by participating in actions 
or doing some physical work.
Ecotopia Biketour 2017 started in the end of June in Strasbourg, France and ended almost 3 months later in Catalunya, 
near Barcelona.
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3.6. URBB 
With the slogan "Stop the War on Migrants" the group URBB initiated a sit-in in Berlin on the 6. February 2017, to remember 
the killing of more than 15 people who were trying to cross the border between Morocco and Spain in 2014. The sit-in was 
followed by a conference. Beforehand the group mobilized participants with a tour through different migrant detention 
centers. 
URBB is hosting a commemerative action every year on the 6th February to reect together and come up with political 
demands regarding the situation of refugees on Europe's and Germany's borders. 

3.7. Somo Circus 
The group "SOMO*CIRCUS" wants to contribute to overcoming social exclusion and racism through theatre and circus. In 
the southeast of Turkey they established a mobile circus project which was travelling for three months through different 
cities and villages, offering circus workshops for children and youth. The project made the life of the children in the war-
affected area a bit more colorful and created a space where children could express and exchange with each other. 

3.8. Berlin border solidarity 
Nine No Border activists went on a tour to Macedonia to show direct solidarity where it is needed and where the situation 
of refugees is most precarious due to the European Border regime. They were travelling with a bus to bring donations, 
informational material and to support the local refugee support structures with cooking. For two months they were 
supporting refugees on the so-called Balkan-route. 

3.9. Coal Action Network 
With the project 'Ditch Coal', the Coal Action Network 
continued their ght alongside community groups against 
opencast coal mines and infrastructure throughout the UK. 
'Ditch coal' targets the remaining 7 coal power stations in 
the UK with their campaigns and direct action in attempt to 
reduce climate change and support communities living in 
the shadow of coal mines at home and abroad.

3.10. Eroles (Granada)
Members of Borderless collective, the group formed from 
one of Eroles' previous summer residencies, initiated an 
extremely exciting regeneration project near Granada, 
Spain. This project will consist of purchasing and 
regenerating an abandoned village outside Granada, 
together with and for refugees. The vision is for the village 
to be self-sustaining after a few years, applying 
permaculture principles and circular economics. A 6-
month kick-off course in Permaculture principles for 
refugee and migrants began in autumn 2017, with more 
elements of the project on the horizon. On a political level, 
the project aims to create a different model or approach to 
the assimilation process that forced migrants currently 
endure. 

NETWORK ACTIONS & INITIATIVES/COACHED PROJECTS

3.11. Mobilen Werkstätten
The Mobilen Werkstaetten is a network of carpenters, craftspeople, artists, students and workers who are shaping their 
new space together in Berlin. In addition to the mobile workshops which they already have (metal, wood, theatre) and are 
already using in the neighbourhood, they are building a mobile bike workshop to expand their outreach to more remote 
areas of their neighbourhood and offer bike repairs as well as teaching cycling basics. All of their projects are aimed at 
bringing together neighbours to exchange and cultivate solidarity amongst each other. 
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EYFA MEDIA & PUBLICATIONS
EYFA activities
https://eyfa.org/solidarity-in-action-building-creative-alliances-against-war/https://eyfa.org/solidarity-in-action-building-
creative-alliances-against-war/

Transit tales
https://transittales.net/en/
http://www.ostcollective.org/transit-tales-rencontres-photo-participative-allee-du-kaai/
https://www.timeout.es/barcelona/es/que-hacer/transit-tales
http://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/centrescivics/es/activitat/transit-tales

EYFA is one of the signatories of the 

Manifesto against conscription and the military system
http://www.themanifesto.info/manifesto.html 

EYFA is one of the allies and supporters of Ende Gelände call for action:
https://www.ende-gelaende.org/de/aufruf/unterstuetzerinnen/

Ulex – trainer Network
Ulex works with an extensive network of experienced trainers across Europe, working together to develop and share tools, 
practices, resources and activities which exceed participant needs. 
One of the trainers on group dynamics, consensus decision making, conict resolution and sustainable activism is EYFA's 
network and board member. His work is primarily with grassroots groups involved in social and environmental struggles, 
as well as NGOs working in the areas of social and environmental justice, in Poland and internationally. Ewe is deeply 
committed to the work and involved also in trauma and emotional support for grassroots activists, currently dedicating 
most of his time to feminist, trans* and queer struggles through writing, performing and leading workshops. Ewe is also a 
WenDo trainer – a self defense and self assertiveness method for women and trans* people and he is passionate about 
working with body awarenesses and different bodywork methods as a radical mean of deconstructing internalized 
systems of oppression.

http://ulexproject.org/who-we-are/trainer-network/

#NoMoreWar campaign
https://eyfa.org/2017/10/17/new-campaign-launch-nomorewar/\
https://eyfa.org/2017/11/12/nomorewar-campaign-2-info-events-in-warsaw/
https://eyfa.org/2017/11/19/no-more-war-materials/
https://eyfa.org/2017/12/19/recommendations-for-an-inclusive-feminist-anti-war-campaign/
https://eyfa.org/2017/12/29/nomorewar-campaign-info-events/
https://eyfa.org/2018/01/08/campaign-summary/

https://twitter.com/_eyfa_
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THANKS
Eyfa is what it is thanks to the support of private donors and founders. 
Thanks to all of you that continue to support us one more year.
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